Abstract n this paper, we report some results from an empirical study on program characf d teristics that are important to parallelizing compiler writers, especially in the area o ata dependence analysis and program transformations. The state of the art in data dependence analysis and some parallel execution techniques are also examined. These subscripts must be handled simultaneously in a dependence test, rather than eing handled separately as in current test algorithms. (3) Nonzero coefficients of loop n e indices in most subscripts are found to be simple: they are either 1 or -1. It allows a xact real-valued test to be as accurate as an exact integer-valued test for 1-f dimensional or 2-dimensional arrays. (4) Dependences with uncertain distance are ound to be rather common. One of the main reasons is the frequent appearence of t t symbolic terms with unknown values. This might have a significant impact on curren echniques of data synchronization, loop scheduling and partitioning. , p
Introduction

d
The key to the success of a parallelizing compiler is to have accurate data depen ence information on all of the statements in a program. We would like to identify all e of the independent variable references and statements in a program, so they can be xecuted independently (i.e. in parallel). Several algorithms have been proposed and . N used quite successfully in many parallelizing compilers [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [28] , [11] onetheless, their ability is still limited to relatively simple subscripts. This paper : ( identifies three factors that could potentially weaken the results of current algorithms 1) symbolic terms with unknown values; (2) coupled subscripts; (3) nonzero and nont s unity coefficients of loop indices. We discuss the effects of these factors and presen ome measured results on real programs. We also report some characteristics of data s a dependences found in real programs. The state of the art in data dependence analysi nd various parallel execution techniques can be examined in light of such informat tion. The information can also help to indicate the direction of further improvement in hose areas. We begin with a brief review of some basic concepts in data dependence analysis and their effects on parallel execution of programs.
Data Dependences t o
There are three types of data dependences [16] . If a statement, S1, uses the resul f another statement, S2, then S1 is flow dependent on S2. If S1 can store its result S only after S2 fetches the old data stored in that location, then S1 is antidependent on 2. If S1 overwrites the result of S2, then S1 is output dependent on S2. Data depene dences dictate execution precedence among statements. The following DO loop is an xample. In this loop, S1 is flow dependent on S2 because it reads the result of S2 (from the -l previous iteration). Due to the dependence, the execution of S1 in iteration I must fol ow the execution of S2 in iteration I-1. S3 is antidependent on S1 and the execution t d of S3 in iteration I must follow the execution of S1 in iteration I-1. S3 is outpu ependent on S2 and the execution of S3 in iteration I must follow the execution of S2
. F in iteration I-2. Execution precedence may also be affected by control dependence or example, an IF statement decides which branch to take. Hence, the statements in s n the branches cannot be executed before the decision is made. Control dependence i ot studied in this paper.
In order to speed up program execution on a parallel machine, a parallelizing n p compiler can be used to discover independent statements which can be executed i arallel. DO loops are usually the most important source of such parallelism because -d they usually contain most of the computation in a program. If there are no depen ences among the statements in a DO loop, or the dependences are restricted within E the iteration boundaries, different iterations of the loop can be executed concurrently. In the above example, although S2 is flow dependent on S1, the dependence is res-, a tricted within each iteration (i.e. there is no cross-iteration dependences). Therefore ll of the iterations in the loop can be executed in parallel. This example shows that a t a parallelizing compiler not only needs to determine whether data dependence exists, bu lso needs to analyze whether such dependence prohibits loop parallelization. Many s l transformation techniques (e.g. loop interchange [28] and the detection of Doacros oops [9] ) require even more information about dependences, such as dependence distances and dependence direction vectors.
If a data dependence occurs across several iterations of a loop, the distance is s i called its dependence distance (with respect to that loop). All of the data dependence n Example 2.1 have constant distances. For instance, the output dependence between e d S2 and S3 has a distance of 2. If a dependence occurs within the same iteration, th ependence distance is 0. Note that statements may be nested in a number of loops. Their dependences may have different distances with respect to different loops. 
ND
In the example above, the flow dependence between S1 and S2 has a distance of 1 a d with respect to the I loop and a distance of -1 with respect to the J loop. A dat ependence distance may not always be constant. Consider the following example.
Example 2.4
DO I = 1, N A(I) = . (S1) D . O K = 1, I . . = A(K) (S2) E END .
ND
The dependence between S1 and S2 has a variable distance. If we use S1<i> to e i denote the instance of S1 in iteration i of the I loop and use S2<i,k> to denote th nstance of S2 in iteration i of the I loop and iteration k of the K loop, then S1<1> d b should be executed before S2<1,1>, S2<2,1>, ..., S2<N,1>; S1<2> should be execute efore S2<2,2>, S2<3,2>, ..., S2<N,2>, and so on. We shall give more examples on variable dependence distances in Section 4.2.
A dependence direction vector [28] contains several elements, each corresponding d a to one of the enclosing loops. Each element of a dependence direction vector is calle dependence direction. To simplify the discussion, we take as an example a nest of -a two loops, where the outer loop has index variable I and the inner loop has index vari ble J. Suppose as the result of a data dependence between statements S1 and S2, the r execution of S1< , > must precede that of S2< , >. The dependence direction fo
the J loop is "<", "=", or ">" depending on if we have < , = , or espectively. The dependence direction for the I loop is determined similarly. Note, " however, that since the I loop is the outmost loop, its dependence direction cannot be >". In Example 2.3, the flow dependence between S1 and S2 has a dependence direcd tion vector (<, >). In Example 2.4, the flow dependence between S1 and S2 has a ependence direction vector (<) and a dependence direction vector (=). The two vectors can sometimes be combined, written as (<=).
Obviously, dependence direction vectors can be used to describe general data p dependences, although they are not as precise as the latter. For many important loop arallelization and transformation techniques, dependence direction vectors usually pro--n vide sufficient information. Nonetheless, dependence distances are important to tech iques such as data synchronization [25] , [29] , loop partitioning [21] , [22] , [24] , prof f cessor allocation [9] , [23] , and processor self-scheduling [12] , [26] . As a matter o act, most data synchronization and loop partitioning schemes assume subscripts to a d have a simple form of i+c where i is a loop index and c is a constant. Further, dat ependences are assumed to have constant distances. If dependences do not have con-2 stant distances, existing schemes either fail or suffer from loss of run-time efficiency.
.2 The Experiment
This empirical study evaluates the complexity of array subscripts and data depenl p dences in real programs. Our measurements are done on a dozen Fortran numerica ackages ( Our study differs from previous related works in that we directly measure the , [ variable references and data dependences, whereas previous works (e.g. [22] , [25] 15]) focused on counting the number of statements that can be executed in parallel. t Our work is a preliminary attempt to examine closely the effects of array subscript paterns on some important techniques used at compile time and run time for efficient m parallel execution. We have yet to relate our results to previous results which were ostly at higher levels, e.g. the statement level. The relationship between those different levels is certainly an important subject for further study.
Our analysis is presented as follows. In Section 3, we examine the form of array , c subscripts. We cover three factors that can affect data dependence analysis: linearity oupled subscripts, and coefficients of loop indices. In Section 4, we show the e i effectiveness of several well-known data dependence test algorithms. To get som dea of how often a pair of array references are detected to be independent by these e algorithms, we recorded the number of independent array reference pairs detected by ach algorithm. We also report statistics on data dependence distances. Finally, we make some concluding remarks in Section 5.
Subscripts in Array References
Linearity of array subscripts
Consider an m-dimensional array reference in a loop nesting with n loops Virtually all current algorithms for data dependence tests operate on linear subr p script expressions. Recently, some symbolic manipulation schemes are proposed fo artially linear and nonlinear cases [18] . Several restructuring techniques can also be e e used to transform nonlinear subscripts into linear ones. The most notable ones ar xpression forward substitution, induction variable substitution, and constant folding n t (e.g., see [2] , [14] ). Table 2 gives an overview of the linearity of array subscripts (i he 12 numerical packages) after transformation by those techniques. We count only the references in loops.
From Table 2 , we can see that only 8% of the array references have more than n c two dimensions (in column 2) and also that 53% of the references are linear (i olumn 3), 13% are partially linear (in column 4), and 34% are nonlinear (column 5). n u
The major reason for a subscript expression to be nonlinear is that it contains a nknown variable (i.e., a non-index variable with an unknown value) or an array element. Between the two, Table 3 shows that unknown variables are the major cause.
We found that quite a number of unknown variables are dummy parameters of v subroutines or are related to dummy parameters. Some of them can assume a fixed alue at run time. The value is normally set by a user before the program is run and y s is transferred from the main program to the subroutines. These variables usuall pecify the size of a matrix, the number of diagonals, and the number of vectors to be e v transformed. It has been a common practice to include user assertions to make th alue of such parameters known to the compiler [8] , [15] . As a matter of fact, the e t value of such parameters usually does not affect the outcome of a data dependenc est. Often, providing the value mainly helps the data dependence test algorithms to n s eliminate the same symbolic terms in the subscripts and the loop bounds. Unknow ymbolic terms may also be eliminated through interprocedural constant propagation , [8] . Further, if data dependence tests could be extended to allow symbolic terms fixing the value would be unnecessary. For example, [1] presented suggestions about b how to handle symbolic terms. We did not use interprocedural constant propagation ecause we analyzed procedures separately and did not write driver programs to call l subroutines in the packages. We only examined the effect of user assertions on the inearity of subscripts. Nonetheless, since user assertions often provide the same f i results as interprocedural constant propagation, our result partly reflects the effect o nterprocedural constant propagation. It is too time consuming to provide user assera tions to more than one thousand routines. Instead, six packages were chosen and nalyzed with user assertions. These packages are: Linpack, Eispack, Nasa, Baro, a Itpack, and Old. Linpack and Eispack were chosen because user assertions were availble from a previous experiment [15] . The rest of the packages were chosen ran-, 4 domly. Table 4 shows some details of the study. Without the help of user assertions 7% of the one-dimensional array references and 45% of the two-dimensional array l a references were nonlinear. Using user assertions, only 28% of the one-dimensiona rray references and 15% of the two-dimensional array references remained nonlinear.
l Without user assertions, 27% of the two-dimensional array references were partially inear. Using user assertions, 25% of the two-dimensional array references were part tially linear. Table 4 also shows the number of unknown variables found, including hose in partially linear references.
For the remaining unknown symbolic terms, we examined the causes. One is that t many nonlinear subscripts showed up in loops with subroutine calls or external funcion statements. These nonlinear subscripts cannot be transformed into linear subs scripts using simple forward substitution techniques, unless the call effects of these tatements are determined by interprocedural analysis. We studied 35 real-valued subw routines in the Linpack (there are another 35 complex-valued subroutines in Linpack hich are almost identical [10] ) using summary USE and MOD information to expose -l call effects [6] . The results on Linpack which are given in Table 5 suggest that non inear subscripts can be reduced considerably by using interprocedural analysis. Note that the number of unknown variables include those in partially linear references.
Besides unknown symbolic terms, the next most common reason for nonlinear . T subscripts is the presence of an array index which is indirectly an element of an array he following example is from Linpack, where IPVT(*) is an integer vector of pivot indices.
There are other various minor reasons for nonlinear subscripts which are omitted here due to limited space.
Coupled subscripts
In this section, we study a phenomenon called coupled subscripts which demonstrates a weakness of current data dependence tests.
To test data dependence between a pair of array references, ideally all array s t dimensions should be considered simultaneously. However, most current algorithm est each dimension separately, because a single-dimension test is by far easier. Forw tunately, this often suffices for discovering data independence. However, in cases here data independence could not be proven by testing each dimension separately, a -s data dependence has to be assumed. The main reason for those cases is coupled sub cripts in which a loop index appears in more than one dimension. The following simple example is from Eispack:
In this example, there is no data dependence between the two references to RM1. But this could be detected only when both dimensions are considered simultaneously.
Of course, to measure how often coupled subscripts actually hurt a single dimeng sion data dependence test requires testing all dimensions simultaneously to find enuine data dependences. A few methods are known to be very time consuming.
o Recently [19] proposed a new algorithm which is quite efficient. Using the new test n Eispack routines, data independence detection has improved by 10% over using sinw gle dimension tests. [7] discussed a different approach called, linearization, to dealing ith coupled subscripts.
Here we only measure how often coupled subscripts occur in programs. As we h shall discuss later, coupled subscripts are also a common cause for a dependence to ave a non-constant distance. We examined all pairs of multidimensional array referw ences (in the 12 packages) that need to be tested for data dependence. Aliasing effects ere ignored, so each reference pair is to one array. We did not find four-or fiven dimensional array reference pairs to have coupled subscripts. Table 6 shows the umber of two-and three-dimensional array reference pairs which have linear or parr tially linear subscripts. Table 7 shows that in 9257 pairs of two-dimensional array eferences that are linear or partially linear, 4105 (44%) of them have coupled sub-3 scripts.
.3 Coefficients of loop indices
A data dependence exists only when there are integer solutions which satisfy loop r s bounds and other constraints. However, it is very time consuming to obtain intege olutions in general. Existing algorithms either check integer solutions without consid-, s ering loop bounds or only check real-valued solutions one dimension at a time (e. g. ee [1] , [3] , [28] ). By doing so, the test can be more efficient, although less effective. Here we give a brief account of two tests that represent the two approaches.
The GCD test
The GCD test is an integer test that ignores loop bounds. It is based on a welld known fact that if a Diophantine equation has solutions, then the greatest common ivisor (GCD) of its coefficients must divide its constant term.
Example 3.1
DO i = . . DO j = A(2*i+2*j+101) = .
(S1) E . = A(2*i-2*j) (S2) ND F END or data dependences to exist between S1 and S2 due to the two references to A, the e e subscript of A referenced in S1 (for some values of the index variables) should b qual to that in S2 (for some other values of the index variables). Hence we can derive the following Diophantine equation from the subscripts. 
Banerjee-Wolfe test
Same as the GCD test, the Banerjee-Wolfe test first establishes a Diophantine s t equation to equate subscripts in two tested array references. However, the test treat he Diophantine equation as a real valued equation whose domain is a convex set k defined by constant loop bounds and dependence directions. According to the wellnown intermediate value theorem in real analysis, the real valued equation has solug tions over the given domain if and only if the minimum of the left-hand side is no reater than zero and the maximum no smaller than zero. Treated as a real function on the domain of 1 ≤ , , ≤ 30, the left-hand side of th quation has a maximum of -110. Therefore the equation has no solutions and there is no data dependence between S1 and S2 due to the A references.
Banerjee-Wolfe test was first presented in [3] . [28] produced a new version -s which includes dependence directions in the function's domain. [1] used another ver ion which determines dependence levels instead of dependence directions.
] s
A test based only on real values is not an exact test in general. Nonetheless, [3 howed that, in a pair of single-dimensional arrays, if all of the nonzero coefficients of r loop indices are either 1 or -1, then a data dependence exists if and only if there are eal solutions to the system derived from their subscript expressions. Obviously, for -t multidimensional array reference pairs which do not have coupled subscripts (cf. Sec ion 3.2), each dimension is independent of each other, so the conclusion will apply. w [19] showed that the conclusion could also apply to two-dimensional array references ith coupled subscripts. For array references with more than two dimensions, t although the conclusion no longer applies in general, small coefficients do make the est for integer solutions much easier. For these reasons, we are interested in the magnitude of coefficients in array references.
The data in Table 8 We also checked the coefficients for array reference pairs with coupled subscripts.
w As expected, we found that among 4,105 pairs of two-dimensional array references ith coupled subscripts, most (3,997 pairs, i.e. 97%) have all of their coefficients p being 1 or -1. For three-dimensional array reference pairs with coupled subscripts, 60 airs (100%) have coefficients of 1 or -1. (Note that, in the single dimension cases, we t r did make the same examination on subscript pairs. Hence, we could not obtain direc esults on how often real-valued solutions suffice in single dimension tests)
Data Dependences and Data Dependence
Test Algorithms e t
We also did some measurements on the frequency of different data dependenc ests being used in Parafrase, the number of array reference pairs found to be indepen-3 dent by each method, and statistics of dependence distances.
.1 The usage frequency of dependence test methods d c
As mentioned earlier, different test algorithms have different complexity an apability. In general, more powerful algorithms can handle more general cases with -r more accuracy, but they usually require more execution time. Hence, these test algo ithms are applied hierarchically in Parafrase. Parafrase includes most of the existing n p single-dimension test algorithms. Simpler and faster tests are applied first. If they ca rove neither data independence nor data dependence, other tests are then applied. It t o is conceivable that the chance for a test to be used can be affected by the arrangemen f the test sequence, because the testing task may be accomplished before the test is r e used. It was unclear to us what test sequence would achieve the best compile fficiency. We did not alter the one chosen in Parafrase. That sequence is described in the following to facilitate understanding of our statistics.
First we explain the input and output of the tests. Parafrase usually retests data e p dependences for a pass that needs the dependence information. As a result, the sam air of references may be tested in different passes, undergoing the same test sequence e d described below. However, different passes may require to check different dependenc irection vectors. The input to the tests is a pair of array references, a loop nesting e c that encloses either of the references, and a dependence direction vector relevant to th urrent pass. The output is an answer to whether data dependence exists under the -d constraint of the dependence direction vector. If the answer is uncertain, data depen ence is assumed. 
to examine the given dependence directions.
Remark 2) The Exact Test could be extended and to be used in test (4) where s e both indices may not be the same. But we did not measure the result of thi xtension.
(Remark 3)
The GCD test could be applied to any subscript. However, if there d are more than two unknowns in the equation, it is very likely that the common ivisor of their coefficients would equal 1, which is not useful for the test ( (because 1 can divide any number).
5) If none of (1), (3) and (4) applies, or (3) did not prove independence, then the -d
Theta Test is performed. It is a Banerjee-Wolfe test that uses the given depen ence direction vector as a further constraint. Thus it is more accurate than the e i Root Test in (2) . It would either show that the given dependence directions ar mpossible (in this case, the test terminates), or conclude that some of the direc--b tions are possible. In the latter case, if "=" direction is the only remaining possi le direction for every loop, the All Equal Test in (6) Following the above test steps, we measured the usage frequency and the ndependence detection rate of the single dimension tests in Parafrase. Table 9 gives P the measured results. These data are obtained by running each program through arafrase for detecting Doall loops (i.e. the loops without cross-iteration data depeni dences). The independence detection rate is the rate a particular test method detects ndependence between a reference pair, under the constraints of given dependence , s direction vectors. If a method detects data independence before others have been used uccess is counted only for this method, even though other methods used next could n b potentially detect independence as well. From Table 9 , some useful observations ca e made. Overall, the above test sequence was applied 119,755 times, which is the t sum of the using frequencies of the Constant Test and the Real Root Test. Summing he independences proven by each method together, we have 50,625 independences in o c total. This represents an overall independence detection rate of 44%. One can als ompute the percentage of the independences detected by each test method over the -l total independences to get an idea of the contribution by each method (in this particu ar test sequence). It is very important to note that the test sequence was only applied to linear subscripts or partially linear subscripts.
We mentioned earlier that the same pair of references may be tested repeatedly l u under different constraints of dependence direction vectors and in different passes. Al ses of each test method are counted cumulatively, so are its independence detection h s successes. They are counted cumulatively because all the uses are required and eac uccess contributes to a certain parallelization technique. Recall, for instance, that d even if data dependence exists between two statements, absence of cross-iteration ependence directions (i.e. "<" and ">") would allow parallel execution of different loop iterations.
We point out that the All Equal Test benefits from the Theta Test whenever the . T latter reduces the original dependence direction vector to one of "all equal" directions he All Equal Test is a good example of using information of control flow within a e h loop body to sharpen data dependence analysis. It would be interesting to measur ow often independences are detected by the Theta Test and the All Equal Test jointly but not by either one alone.
Our result can certainly be refined by further study. For example, the capability t s of each test method can be evaluated more precisely by applying it first in the tes equence.
Data dependence distance
As mentioned earlier, many data synchronization schemes and loop partitioning o m techniques assume constant dependence distance. Constant dependence distance als akes loop scheduling on Doacross loops more effective. Complicated dependence e d patterns are very difficult to handle efficiently. Moreover, dependence distances ar ifficult to determine if subscript patterns are complicated. As a matter of fact, many e d parallelization techniques (e.g., [22] , [24] , [27] ) which require constant dependenc istances assumed the following three conditions for array subscripts and loop nesting: (1) can be explained by the following example. id not pursue more sophisticated algorithms to determine whether the distances are e c constant but leave the distances as uncertain instead. The only exception is when w ould determine that "=" is the only possible dependence direction for a loop, in which case the corresponding dependence distance is zero.
We first determine the common nest loops for an array reference pair. Then we -d measure the dependence distance for each common nest loop. We divide the depen ence distances into four classes:
The dependence does not cross loop iterations. It occurs within an U iteration.
nity:
The dependence crosses one iteration (either forward or backward).
The dependence crosses a constant number (> 1) of iterations (eithe forward or backward).
Uncertain:
The dependence distance is not constant or cannot be decided in our O experiment.
ur measurement shows that 73% of the array references with linear or partially -s linear subscripts have the i+c form. However, not many dependence distances are con tant. The results of dependence distance measurement are presented in Table 10 .
e Note that distance is measured for every loop common to a pair of dependent refernces, because of its definition and its usage. The main reasons for uncertain distance r s are (1) loops not common to both references, (2) coupled subscripts, and (3) nonlinea ubscripts. Note also that a good symbolic dependence test could help to reduce the -d number of nonlinear subscripts and hence could reduce the cases of uncertain depen ence distance. A study can be pursued further by counting the cases for different reasons.
Conclusion
l
We presented some measurements critical to data dependence analysis and DO oop parallel execution. We found that quite a few array references are not amenable to current data dependence test methods. Although we do not have the data to show how many of those failed tests really have data dependences, more efficient and more accurate tests are certainly very desirable.
We discovered that a lot of subscripts become nonlinear because of unknown o r symbolic terms. User assertions and interprocedural analysis can be used effectively t educe unknown symbolic terms (see Tables 3, 4, 5) . A more sophisticated and yet t n efficient symbolic manipulation scheme could be very useful, since a significan umber of nonlinear subscripts still remain (Table 5 ).
s
We also discovered that a significant number of reference pairs have coupled sub cripts (Table 7) , which could cause the inaccuracy in the current dependence test algorithms. Efficient algorithms are needed to handle such subscripts.
A welcome result is that an overwhelming majority of nonzero coefficients are e a either 1 or -1 (Table 8) , which allows more efficient real-valued tests to be as accurat s integer-valued tests [5] , [19] . It also makes the test on array references with higher dimensions much easier.
We reported the measurements on the usage frequencies and independence detec--u tion rates of several well-known data dependence test methods (Table 9 ). Those meas rements followed the testing sequence in Parafrase. Data dependence distance is also f u measured between each dependent reference pair (Table 10) . The large percentage o ncertain dependence distances (over 86%) suggests that more sophisticated algorithms s are needed for distance calculation. It also calls for more effective schemes for data ynchronization and DO-loop scheduling. However, in our measurements, we did not g separate numerical libraries from user programs. It is conceivable that, because of the enerality in library routines, there might be more unknown symbolic terms than in . H user programs. In our study, we have more numerical packages than user programs ence the statistics might be more biased toward library routines than toward user prob grams. In the future studies, it would be interesting to see if there are differences etween these two groups of programs.
